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scientific.knowledge .As.Daniel.Dennett. has. shown,. this. lack.of.preci-
sion. authorises. legitimate. interpretations. under. which. his. reasoning. is.








version.of.physicalism,. is. intended. to. show. that. there. are.non-physical.
facts.and.properties 
This.paper.offers.a.version.of. the.knowledge.argument. that.consti-
























that. involve. the. occurrence.of. non-physical.qualia . For. instance,. when.
Mary.sees.a.red.object,.she.will.learn.that.her.experience.of.a.red.object.
has.a.certain.feature .This.feature.is.a.quale.that.she.did.not.know.about.
before.her.release .I.will.refer.to.such.knowledge.as.knowledge of what it 





comprise. the. kinds. of. facts. that,. according. to. the. physicalist,. exhaust.
all. there. is. to.know.about.colour.experience .Jackson.maintains. that.he.
does.not.need.a.precise.characterisation.of.physical.facts.or,.in.his.words,.






roles”.played.by.states.of. the.nervous.system 5.This.characterisation. is,.
however,.not.satisfactory 
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you.can’t.even.try .The.crucial.premise.is. that.‘She.has.all. the.physical.





































7.See.Alter. (1999). and.Chalmers. (1996:.145) .This. reading. is. probably. suggested.
by. the. fact. that.Dennett.has. argued. in.other.places. for. eliminating.qualia;. see.Dennett.
(1988) 
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add. anything. to. the. observation. that. we. cannot. grasp. Mary’s. scientific.
knowledge?
It. appears. that.Dennett’s. account.of.Mary’s.case.exploits. the. same.
lack. of. understanding. of. her. scientific. knowledge. which. he. denounces.
in.Jackson’s.knowledge.argument .Indeed,.let.us.assume,.for.the.sake.of.
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knowledge .In.the.following.sections,.I.will.argue.that.these.two.demands.
can.be.satisfied 
3. Defining the Physical

































11.This. reading. is. supported. by. Dennett. (1991:. 399–403). and. Churchland. (1986:.
331–334) .See.also.Mellor.(1993) 
12.See.Jackson.(1998:.6–7) 






This.object-based.conception.of. the.physical.has. its.problems .The.














physical. relies.on. the. idea. that.we.can.have.an.ordinary.understanding.
of.what.type.of.properties.might.figure.in.a.complete.account.of.objects.
such.as.chairs.and.tables .However,.our.ordinary.understanding.of.these.
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in.philosophical.discussions.of.the.mind-body.problem .He.contends.that.
we.have.a.clear.enough.grasp.of.mental.properties .In.particular,.the.men-
































17.David.Papineau.illustrates.how.the. idea.of. the.completeness.of.physics. is.not.a.
methodological.or.metaphysical.principle.based.on.a priori.considerations .He.argues.that.
advancements. in. the.understanding.of.neurophysiology.due. to.biochemistry. in. the. first.





















































4. A Scientific Categorisation of Colour Experiences









In. contemporary. science,. spatial models are. used. to. describe. how.
we.categorise.different.types.of.stimuli .Here.we.are.interested.in.colour.
spaces.that.describe.our.categorisation.of.colours 23.I.will.refer.to.a colour 
solid.as.one.such.colour.space .A.colour.solid.can.represent.the.ordering.of.
colours.that.we.discriminate.by.means.of.three.dimensions:.hue,.satura-
tion.and.lightness or.brightness (see.Figure.1) 
Figure 1.–.A colour solid
23.The. central. role.of. quality. spaces. in. contemporary. colour.vision. science. is. ex-
plored.in.detail.in.Clark.(1993).and.Clark.(2000) .See.also.Palmer.(1999a) 




















Let. us. now. consider. how. colour. spaces. are. determined .There. are.
experimental.psychophysical.procedures.for.determining.how.individuals.









































Wavelength 445 465 504 537 584 600 651 674
445 – 9 7 6 2 2 7 8
465 – 8 7 2 2 6 7
504 – 9 6 5 2 2
537 – 7 6 3 2
584 – 8 4 3
600 – 5 4
651 – 9
674 –
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it.appears to have visually. in.certain.conditions . In.addition,.one.need.not.assume.that.
colours.are.properties.of.colour.experiences 





sions.are. saturation,.hue,. and.brightness .These.dimensions.are.derived.




































38.A. typology.of. this.kind. is. suggested.by.Peacocke. (1984:.349–350),.and. further.
elaborated.by.Millar.(1991:.25–31) 




























6. Mary’s Scientific Knowledge
In. order. to. characterise. Mary’s. scientific. knowledge,. some. remaining.
issues. must. be. considered . First. of. all,. we. need. to. determine. how. the.
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Scientists. aim. to. explain. the. structure. of. colour. quality. spaces. by.
means.of.neuro-physiological.mechanisms.that.generate.the.relations.be-
tween.points.in.a.quality.space 40.For.example,.the.opponent processors.
theory.explains. the.structure.of.a.colour.solid,.and. thereby. the. location.









fact,. the.different.activation.of.each.of. these.processors,. resulting. from.
a.determinate.stimulation.of.the.photoreceptors.in.the.retina,.defines.the.
position.of.a.certain.shade.with.respect.of.each.of.the.solid’s.axes .A.very.
bright.orange,. for.example,.will. result. from.combined.activation.of. the.
neural.processes.correlated.with.the.experience.of.red,.yellow.and.white.
and.inhibition.of.the.correlates.of.green,.blue.and.black 
So. far. we. do. not. have. an. account. of. Mary’s. scientific. knowledge.
which.is.specific.enough.to.offer.an.intelligible.version.of.the.knowledge.
argument .In.fact,.we.have.some.idea.of.how.the.categorisation.of.colour.
experiences.by.means.of. certain. colour. spaces. can.be. a. descriptive. re-
quirement.for.a.modest.physicalist.programme.in.the.philosophy.of.mind .
Yet. although. we. can. grasp. the. programmatic. lines. of. this. position,. we.
may.be.concerned. that. even.our.knowledge.of. the.brain’s.macroscopic.
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is.that.the.set.of.discriminatory.judgements.required.to.achieve.this.aim.
is. so. large. that. its. study. is. technically. impossible 42.Secondly,. it.might.



















certain. statistical. procedures. using. discriminatory. judgements. concern-
ing.certain.stimuli .It.seems.that.none.of.these.notions.requires.actually.
undergoing. colour. experiences. in. order. to. be. completely. understood .
A.colour. space. is.a.geometrical. representation.of. the.dimensions.along.
which. subjects.discriminate. colours .We.can.concede. that.Mary.has. an.




















Understanding. the. notion. of. a. discriminatory. response. in. psycho-
physics. does. not. require. having. colour. experiences . Mary. understands.
that.these.responses.are.observable.behaviours,.such.as.a.subject’s.verbal.
reports.on.the.similarities.and.differences.between.certain.physical.stim-





















after.her.release,.acquires.new knowledge about.colour.experiences .This.
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